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ABSTRACT
Forged documents specifically passport, driving licence and VISA stickers are used for fraud purposes
including robbery, theft and many more. So detecting forged characters from documents is a significantly
important and challenging task in digital forensic imaging. Forged characters detection has two big
challenges. First challenge is, data for forged characters detection is extremely difficult to get due to
several reasons including limited access of data, unlabeled data or work is done on private data. Second
challenge is, deep learning (DL) algorithms require labeled data, which poses a further challenge as
getting labeled is tedious, time-consuming, expensive and requires domain expertise. To end these issues,
in this paper we propose a novel algorithm, which generates the three datasets namely forged characters
detection for passport (FCD-P), forged characters detection for driving licence (FCD-D) and forged
characters detection for VISA stickers (FCD-V). To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to release
these datasets. The proposed algorithm starts by reading plain document images, simulates forging
simulation tasks on five different countries' passports, driving licences and VISA stickers. Then it keeps the
bounding boxes as a track of the forged characters as a labeling process. Furthermore, considering the
real world scenario, we performed the selected data augmentation accordingly. Regarding the stats of
datasets, each dataset consists of 15000 images having size of 950 x 550 of each. For further research
purpose we release our algorithm code 1 and, datasets i.e. FCD-P 2 , FCD-D 3 and FCD-V 4.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Personal documents are very important as they have very critical information that could be used
for identity theft or fraud. They can be forged very easily with online available tools [1]. Forged
documents are used for illegal and fraudulent purposes including theft, robbery, terrorism [1].
Among those documents, passport, driving licence and VISA stickers are the daily use documents
for personal identification, driving and traveling, respectively. DL algorithms have shown
remarkable performance in a wide variety of domains [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8], so these DL algorithms
can forge documents very easily using convolutional neural networks from color, font size and
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font type prospective, but there are two key disadvantages - 1) they are computationally very
expensive. 2) Finding the bounding box of the randomly forged character is extremely difficult.
Apart from these issues, data is very private. Finding the dataset for forged character detection is
a challenging task due to many reasons i.e., labeling issues, limited access and many more. To fill
this gap, we propose an algorithm which generates the three datasets by simulating the character
forgery task, using five different countries’ passports, driving licences and VISA stickers. These
datasets are prepared using selected data augmentations considering the real world scenarios, and
these datasets can be used for forged characters detection tasks.
In [9], we proposed the forged character dataset generation algorithm and provided two open
datasets. In this work, we extend the algorithm by exploring new data augmentation approaches
including conventional data augmentations i.e. rotation, scaling etc, and different color space data
augmentations i.e. blur, contrast, saturation and brightness, based on real world scenarios.
Furthermore, we also introduce another dataset named forged characters detection for VISA
stickers (FCD-V) for forged character detection simulation.
Previously several methods have been used for forged characters detection [9,10] from document
plain text. Algorithm [10] automatically detects forged characters from document images by
measuring distance between feature vectors of Hu moments. The algorithm calculates possible
conception errors by considering principal inertia axis, horizontal axis and character size; further
character is classified as real or fake based on the score system. The algorithm in [11] detects
whether the character is real or fake with the help of geometric parameter distortion mutation, for
a single character algorithm estimated distortion parameters based on translation and rotation
distortion. This algorithm [12] detects characters from an ID card using a traditional image
processing method consisting of four stages: pre-processing, text-area extraction, segmentation,
and recognition. The work in [13] proposed a method for signature forgery detection with
verification using convolution neural network (CNN) and it showed impressive performance. In
[14], authors assume whenever a fraudster uses a toolbox to modify information in a document
and imitates the font from other documents having the same font types. There are high chances of
error in font type. Based on this clue, the author proposed a method for automatic forgery
detection based on font features using Conditional Random Field as measurement of probability.
Finally, based on the probability that a certain character is classified as real or fake by comparing
its probability with neighbouring characters. The work in [15] proposed a novel approach for
forgery detection based on classification using uniform local binary patterns (LBP) to get unique
textures that are common in the forged area. Apart from that, it combines many descriptors from
neighbouring areas to learn contextual information and then support vector machines (SVM) is
used for classification of certain areas. The work in [16] proposed a dataset for forgery detection
for payslips. The dataset has 477 corrupted payslips with 6000 characters forged. In this work
[17], researchers proposed a new dataset of 1969 images of receipts having OCT results of each.
A few characters are forged in the receipt for fraud detection purposes. The work [18] describes
the ICPR2018 fraud detection contest and methods used for that contest by different participants
are thoroughly discussed. In [19], the author proposed a novel method for exploring the
relationship between positive and negative coffiereint of discrete cosine transform to know the
effect of distortion caused by forging. For that purpose, first R,G and B channels are fused to
generate RGBF (RGB fusion), then histogram is calculated and from histogram, feature vector is
generated. Finally the feature vector is passed to the neural network for classification of altered
text images. The work in [20] proposed a novel method based on Fourier spectrum-based for
forged character detection from video images. The work in [21], author discussed image forgery
detection techniques and furthermore two important techniques for forgery based on pixels are
discussed. First author discussed copy-move forgery technique and then the second was fastcopy-move detection. The work in [22] proposed the novel method based on mis-alignment and
mis-rotation of text in documents and the author assumes that mis-alignment and mis-rotation are
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the important clues for forged character detection. In this work [23], the author explored a new
approach for handwritten signature verification exploiting the regularity of length and curvature
of a signature. Content of the signature at different angles is exploited to create histogram and
then histogram is passed to the classifier. In [24], author new approach for forged international
mobile equipment identity (IMEI) for smart mobile devices using R, G and B color components.
The work in [25] explored spectral density and variation of hand writing images through
clustering using low and high frequency amplitude. The extracted features that are invariant to
scaling and rotation, are passed to the neural network for classification. In [26], the author
compares the forged Urdu signatures done by people who are unaware of Urdu and of specific
religion and region. In this work [27], the author proposed a new approach for the authenticity
verification of seal impression printed on documents based on seal overlay metric. This work [28]
presents a new dataset for copy-move forgery detection and consists of 260 forged images. Each
image set has an original image, two masked images and a forged image. Further to increase
dataset size, 5 different data augmentations are applied including translation, scaling, rotation,
distortion and combination of these. This work [29] investigated the handwriting forgery
detection, forgery done by either human or machine. It was found that the reason for forged
handwriting is traced or copied slowly, so forged handwriting seems crumpled. In [30] the author
deals with freehand forgeries of signatures on bank checks. This work [31] proposed a novel
approach for detection of forged characters by exploiting different inks using image processing.
First document is segmented into objects. Each object has nine features based on RGB channels.
Distance between close pairs is calculated using the root mean square. Then an anomaly detection
test is performed to get outliers away. In all the above mentioned works, the datasets are private
or algorithms are evaluated on private datasets or the work is not done for passport, driving
licence and VISA stickers. To contribute to this gap in this research work, we propose a new
algorithm that simulates the forged character for passports, driving licences and VISA stickers.
Furthermore, we release three synthesis forgerd character datasets i.e. FCD–P FCD-D and FCDV.

2. DESCRIPTION
Each released dataset consists of 15000 RGB images of dimension 900 x 550 each. First we get a
plain background image of passport or driving licence or VISA sticker, first two are taken online
of five different countries including Australia, Canada, Ireland, Pakistan and USA, as driving
licence and passport images are shown in figure 2 and figure 3, respectively, and VISA stickers
are taken of five different countries, China, Canada, Japan, South Korea and USA, as shown in
figure 4. The sources of the image acquisition are described in table 1. First, we remove
unwanted text and images on the passport or driving licence using an online website to make
those plain, then we apply the proposed algorithm. The proposed algorithm consists of 4 steps, as
shown in figure 1 and described in algorithm 1. 4 steps are described as following:

2.1. Fill the document with data
First we read a plain background image of passport or driving licence or VISA stickers using the
PIL library in python, then read a csv data file, data 5 was taken from kaggle platform which
consists of five attributes including first name, last name, email, gender and age. We get a single
record from a data file, and adjust it on a plain background image.
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Figure 1. Proposed Algorithm Workflow
Forged_Character_for_document_generation(text_font, c_font, data, info):
/* Fill the doc with given data and return bouning boxes */
1. margin_top = 10 // margin top of the image
2. margin_bottom = 30 // margin bottom of the image
3. color = (0,0,0) // Color of the text
4. size = text_font.getSize(title_str) // Font size
5. x, y = (info[0] - size[0])/2, margin_top // value of x and y axis to start printing text
6. dy= (info[1] - margin_top - margin_bottom - size[1] - 30)/4, margin_top
7. y = margin_top + size[1] + 110
8. for key,val in data.items() do
a. x = 10
b. size_key = text_font.getSize(key)
c. x = (info[0] - size[0])/2 - 180
d. draw text
e. x = x + size_key[0] + 10
return positions
9. save_docs(font_styles, background, csv_file):
/* Read record from given csv file then print on the background image with given font style and save it */

10. data_aug(image, technique):
/* Apply given data augmentation technique (Rotation, Scaling, Shearing and Translation) on the image
and return it */

11. color_aug(image, technique):
/* Apply given color augmentation technique (Blur, Contrast, Saturation and Brightness) on the image and
return it */

12. save_tempered_docs (path): /* Save the tempered doc in the given path */
Algorithm 1. Proposed algorithm
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Figure 2. Plain Driving Licences

Figure 3. Plain Passports
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Figure 4. Plain VISA stickers
Table 1. Source of passports, driving licences and VISA stickers sample images
Passport

Australia

Canada

Ireland

Pakistan

USA

Driving licence

Australia

Canada

Ireland

Pakistan

USA

VISA Stickers

China

Canada

South Korea

Japan

USA

2.2. Randomly forging tasks
When documents are forged, there are two possibilities, either the forged character is not aligned
with other characters properly [22] or the forged character has a little bit of noise in the
background of the character area. While considering these possibilities, we randomly pick any
character and change its location either up or down as shown in figure 5 (A) where in the email
attribute the first ‘s’ of the census is moved down, or add a little bit of uniform noise in the
character background as shown in figure 5 (B) where driving licence, first name, last name and
email have a noise in one character of each.

2.3. Data augmentation
In the real world, documents are not always placed as straight as shown in the input column of
figure 6 and figure 7, documents can be placed at any angle or stretch due to the camera
settings. To meet the real world scenario, we perform two augmentations namely rotation and
shearing for the driving licences and passports image as shown in columns rotation and shearing
of each figure 6 and figure 7. The bounding boxes of forged characters are rotated using the
below formula.
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alpha

beta

(1-alpha)*x-beta*y

-beta

alpha

beta*x+(1-alpha)*y

where
alpha = scale * cos (theta)
beta = scale * sin (theta)
and theta is the rotation angle
For this case, we use scale=1
Furthermore, for VISA stickers, we explored many other augmentations considering the real
world scenarios i.e. lightning conditions, documents are not captured as a whole in the image etc.
Conventional augmentations including rotation, shearing, translation as shown in figure 8 (a),
and color augmentations including brightness, saturation, blurriness and contrast as shown in
figure 8 (b), are explored.

2.4. Save forged document with bounding box
In this step we describe the motivation of recording the bounding box of forged character, as
unlabeled data can be found online on a large amount, but to get the data labelled is extremely
difficult, time consuming, tedious and expensive task [32]. To mitigate that issue, our proposed

Figure 5. Forging Tasks
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Figure 6. Driving licence with applied data augmentation Right to left, input, rotation augmentation and
shearing augmentation.
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Figure 7. Passport with applied data augmentation Right to left, input, rotation augmentation and shearing
augmentation.
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Figure 8 ( a ). VISA stickers with applied data augmentation Right to left, input, rotation, scaling, shearing
and translation augmentation.
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Figure 8 ( b ). VISA stickers with applied color data augmentation Right to left, input, blur. contrast,
brightness and saturation augmentation.
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algorithm records the bounding boxes of the forged characters and saves them in the json files so
that the research community can use it for training networks for detection. Above four steps
process is described for one document. To synthesise more data, we repeat this process to
generate 3000 documents for each country document, finally we save forged document images
with their bounding boxes in a json format file.

3. LIBRARIES / PACKAGE USED
We used multiple libraries to forge the character in the passport and driving licences.
Libraries/packages including PIL 6 library to perform operation of image reading, setting and
drawing font with its position, numpy 7 to deal rotation and other mathematical operations,
random 8 to perform randomness for position and random noise adding, os 9 library to deal with
file listing and path handling, json 10 library to deal with json file as annotation and cv 11 library
to deal with augmentations.

4. CONCLUSIONS
This paper addresses the gap of forged character detection of documents i.e. passport, driving
licence and VISA stickers, due to datasets unavailability. To fill this gap, this paper presents a
new algorithm of synthesising data considering real world scenarios and releases three new
datasets named forged characters detection for passport (FCD-P), forged characters detection for
driving licences (FCD-D) and forged characters detection for VISA stickers (FCD-V), using five
different countries' passport, driving licences and VISA stickers. This research work opens new
challenges for forged character detection on passports, driving licences and VISA stickers.
Finally, we release our code and datasets for the research purpose of the research community.
Possible future work is to increase the datasets by including more countries' passports, driving
licences and VISA stickers, and we will apply state-of-the-art detection algorithms on these
datasets.
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